Th e focus of this article is what is variously referred to as embedded criticism, behind-the-scenes reporting, the in-house critic, and the critic-in-residence. It involves the critic leaving the distanced position from which reviews are usually written in order to forge "closer relationships … between people who make theatre and people who write about it" (Costa 202). While this can take a number of formsthe English critic Andrew Haydon somewhat jokingly coined the term embedded criticism , for example, to describe his experience of travelling with the Actors' Touring Company in Kurdistan-I write here about observing productions in rehearsal and writing about this experience, usually on a personal or group blog site.
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As I will explore, this kind of writing has a practical history and an intellectual lineage, but only in the last fi ve or so years has it been undertaken consistently enough to be recognized as a nameable phenomenon. A key factor enabling the spread of behind-the-scenes writing practices is the rise of the theatrical blogosphere, which is, as I wrote in Canadian Th eatre Review 163, "home to considerable playfulness and experimentation" (50), from reviews written in the form of dialogue between writers, to reviews on Twitter and other forms of social media, to, as I am discussing here, extended serial accounts of creative processes unconstrained by the word counts and hard deadlines of traditional journalism.
After providing some of this background and theoretical context, I will share my experiences as a professor guiding three successive groups of Brock University students through embedded criticism placements, and as an embedded critic myself. Th ere is thus a strong seam of auto-ethnography that runs through this piece-as well as one of advocacy. I believe strongly in the potential of embedded criticism in a number of areas: it helps critics and audiences better understand and appreciate the work that goes into making theatre. It adds to students' practical engagement with theatre and with writing. It promotes an understanding of theatre not as a fi xed product but as fl uid and ongoing creativity, and it nuances and renders less hierarchal the critic-artist relationship. I want to be clear from the outset that I am not suggesting that embedded criticism replace other forms of critical writing about theatre, such as the deadline review, but that it can provide a useful and engaging supplement to more familiar forms. A key seam of debate about this practice is whether it can be classed as criticism at all, given that it leaves out explicit judgment in favour of the fi rst two elements of the critical trifecta: description and analysis. If we were to agree with New York Times fi lm critic A. O. Scott that "to judge" is "the bedrock of criticism" (6), then we'd need to fi nd another word for embedded writings. Calling embedding something other than "criticism" might also make the practice sound more appealing to some theatre artists. As director Eda Holmes puts it, "We have all lost our minds around the word criticism . It has come to relate to the number of stars a show gets in the newspaper-it has been co-opted by the marketing machine. criticism can be contentious, suggesting, " [W] hen you are inviting 'outsiders' to sit in on your private process, it seems that they can't/ shouldn't write any sort of 'critique.'" But, like Maddy Costa, I (somewhat polemically and stubbornly) insist on including embedding practices in the family of theatre criticism exactly in order to "discover new possibilities for how [criticism] can communicate, when, and with whom" (Costa 213) . If nothing else, engaging in embedding practices has enabled revivifying conversations about the defi nition of criticism, its limitations, and its place in the creative ecosystem, and so far no theatre artist or organization has refused my approach to embed personally or on behalf of my students, even when the c -word is invoked. Canadian theatre artists who've engaged with this practice have told me that welcoming embedded critics to their rehearsal rooms, and reading the writing they produce, has given them new perspectives on their work, as well as hope for a critical fi eld about which many of them had previously despaired. Embedding can't fi x everything, not by a long shot-but it's helping raise mutual awareness and understanding of what artists and critics do, and along the way providing valuable public education about how theatre happens. (107) . Th e in-house critics who Marowitz imagined working in salaried positions for major theatres would write reviews of the production at various points in its development, which would be circulated to the company, with the director given fi nal authority about how to use the feedback.
It is not clear that, in his time, such a position was ever created exactly as Marowitz envisioned it, but his broad vision of a critic spending her career moving between theatrical establishments and the mainstream and independent media resembles that of today's pioneering embedders, including Andy Horwitz, an American writer and editor, currently Director of Programs at Los Angeles's Skirball Cultural Center. For those with an interest in these practices, Horwitz's essay "Re-Framing the Critic for the 21st Century: Dramaturgy, Advocacy, and Engagement" served as early inspiration and manifesto. Published in the online performance journal Culturebot , which Horwitz founded in 2003 as a blog for Performance Space 122 in New York City (where he was then working), this essay proposes a framework in which criticism is a creative practice unto itself and the writer exists in subjective relation to the work of the artist. Th e writer's response is the continuation of a dialogue initiated by the artist…. Th is model resists the commodifi cation of the performing arts as "entertainment" but rather situates it as time-based art. Th e performance itself is an ephemeral nexus where audience, artist and ideas converge. Th e critic supports the continued investigation of the art event across multiple platforms.
It was in part a discomfort with the hierarchal critic-artist relationship (as well as a "disenchantment" with a traditionalist theatre scene in London, United Kingdom) that in 2011 led Costa, a writer and former editor at the Guardian , 1 to take up theatremaker Chris Goode's off er to become the "narrator" of his new company, a position he imagined as "a cross between a dramaturg, an archivist, a documentary artist, an outreach offi cer, a brand manager and Jiminy Cricket" (qtd. in Costa 201). Five years later, Costa continues as Chris Goode & Company's Critical Writer, among other engagements with artists and companies, which she chronicles on her blog States of Deliquescence . "'Embedded' practice has transformed criticism for me," writes Costa.
It's no longer a lonely and frantic business of writing about a show seen once and quickly digested before moving on to the next. I no longer map constellations of star ratings, but build communities with constellations of people who make, watch and write about theatre. I've rejected the authority of the professional critic, in favour of dialogues in which my thoughts carry no more weight than any other audience member's. My favourite dialogues take place at Th eatre Clubs, pop-up discussions that follow the format of book groups, which invite theatre-goers to interpret a production for each other, not seek answers from the makers as they would in a traditional Q&A. (213) Th e encounters that Costa now engages in and curates are doubtless less economically profi table than writing for the mainstream media, but, for her, they seem considerably more creatively and personally nourishing.
As these alternative critical practices have sprouted up in the blogosphere, Australian academic Gay McAuley has developed a scholarly paradigm that helps contextualize them: rehearsal studies. McAuley borrows from Bertolt Brecht in declaring what happens in the rehearsal room "not magic but work," and advocates for greater scrutiny of the processes that bring theatre productions to audiences. Calling on the ethnographic technique of thick description as she observed and documented rehearsals of several productions in Sydney, McAuley gained a deep appreciation for the "crucially collaborative nature of the creative process involved in theatre and performance" (9)-and a level of incredulity about the drive-by nature of most journalistic response to theatre:
It seems almost scandalous that newspaper reviewers, whose comments can make a decisive diff erence between success and failure for the artists involved, are normally content to write their reviews after a single viewing, and it is a regret- If we consider embedded criticism a form of rehearsal studies, then, another rationale to engage in it is the need for more documentation of the creative process: of what roles are played by discussion, improvisation, research, happenstance, and intellectual process, together and separately; how decisions are arrived at; how artists address each other; where agency lies; and how hierarchies function (or don't function). Each process will be somewhat different, of course, and it is diffi cult to generalize: all the more reason for more processes to be observed and written about, so as to build up the canon of research that, as McAuley notes, is surprisingly lacking.
Jumping in: Adventures in embedding in the Niagara region
My initial impetus to engage with embedding was pedagogical. When planning the curriculum for a year-long undergraduate theatre criticism course at Brock, embedding (which I'd watched develop in the United Kingdom, where I was based from 2007 to 2012) presented itself as a way to create opportunities for students to build up their writing muscles and to interact with professional theatre artists and organizations. It was also an opportunity to generate content for DARTcritics , a blog site I created in 2013 to provide an outlet for outstanding writing from the theatre criticism class and to fi ll the void (familiar in many small Canadian cities) of quality theatre criticism in our community.
2 All of the embedding practices I knew of at that point had involved a single critic, but with a class size of approximately thirty-fi ve, it was necessary for the students to embed in groups of four to six. My department was very supportive of the concept and made it possible by providing a course coordinator (Carolyn Mackenzie) to help with logistics and planning; as someone new to the region, I leaned heavily on Carolyn's existing relationships and knowledge as we approached organizations and individuals about getting involved. As previously noted, the response was curious and enthusiastic, and in our fi rst year we worked with six organizations across Niagara and the Greater Toronto Area: Carousel Players, NeXt Company Th eatre, the Niagara Artists' Centre (on 
participate in what we made clear was an experiment was a big leap of faith for these organizations, and the amount of work involved for them was not insignifi cant, usually involving a director of education (or, in smaller organizations such as Carousel, the general manager or artistic director), who set up the relationships, and then the individual production's stage manager, who liaised directly with Carolyn. She in turn undertook the complicated business of harmonizing busy theatre students' schedules with those of the chosen productions.
In that fi rst year, we used a model of three visits per embedding, starting with an initial interview encounter with the production's director. Th is is an invaluable moment in which the director outlines the project and her goals for it, and terms of engagement are established: Will the embedders have a voice in the rehearsal room? Usually not-"fl ies on the wall" is the preferred mode. Can they spend some time with the director or stage manager after each visit to ask questions? I highly recommend this, as there are almost always things that happen in rehearsal that those who aren't directly involved need context for. Are there aspects of the creative process that are off limits for discussion in the blogs? Directors have not tended to create such boundaries but may curate the sort of work embedders are likely to observe, as we see in Holmes's comments below.
Following on from this, the embedders attended a table read or early rehearsal, then a later rehearsal, tech, or dress. Students and artists that year clamoured for more contact, so we increased the number of visits up to a maximum of fi ve per embedding in 2015-16, with a focus on getting the students into rehearsals where active directing (or improvisation/collective creation) is happening.
Embedding goes on alongside other course activities including classroom learning about the history, theories, and practice of criticism; and regular reviewing visits to professional and semiprofessional productions. Ideally, the class reviews productions that we've placed embedders in, though the embedders themselves sit out that assignment: their proximity to the creative process would not allow them suffi cient distance to produce the assigned outcome. Th e class discussions of those reviews are always rich and sometimes fi ery, as the embedders provide context for production choices and often fi nd themselves in the role of an advocate for the show. Useful discussions about the concept of critical distance and the various relationships that critics can have to creative work tend to ensue.
What's embedding like from an artist or company perspective? Holmes, who welcomed Brock embedders into rehearsals of her 2016 Shaw Festival production of Mrs Warren's Profession , says that it was a positive experience and one that she would engage in again, underlining the importance of the initial meeting between director and students, which "was key to making me comfortable with them and making it possible for me to make the actors comfortable with them." While she experienced a "lyrical skepticism" from some of her actors and stage management when she initially broached the concept of embedding, "the cast was completely welcoming to the students," and they found that having young 
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people in the room "helped us to recognize some of the humour in the script." Holmes monitored which rehearsals the students would attend and did not allow them in to observe early work on "emotionally challenging" scenes in order to ease the pressure on the actors, and also told the actors they could dictate when they wanted the embedders in the room. Wilson has had embedders observe two of her productions: Harold Pinter's Th e Dumb Waiter , which she directed for her own company, the St. Catharines-based Stolen Th eatre Collective, in 2015; and the Brock Dramatic Arts production of Ann-Marie MacDonald's Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) in 2016. She underlines the "great pedagogical opportunity" students enjoy by "observ[ing] the rehearsal process and … distill[ing] their thoughts … into a blog." Th e public nature of this writing was also part of what attracted her to embedding: "I was … interested in the exposure that the blogs would garner for the show before it opened. I was excited by the prospect of having people read about the show as a way to build interest."
Th is brings us back to one of the central questions around embedding: the question of judgment. Undoubtedly, like reviews and preview pieces published in newspapers, embedding blog posts do promotional work (among other things), and this is part of why theatre organizations are interested in the process. Student embedding brings that oh-so-coveted audience-young people-into theatres; because the students know they're there representing their institution, and because many of them aspire to careers in theatre, it's unlikely they will say anything negatively critical about the processes they observe. Th e danger is that their writings could come off as predictable cheerleading or even fan literature; a related concern, voiced by Wilson, is that the posts can become "somewhat long and a little rambling … like a bit of a 'play by play.'" I feel that these concerns can be largely addressed by attentive teaching and quality editing. Some of the best teachable moments I've experienced around embedding have had exactly to do with students grappling with what to do with their personal point of view about what they're seeing as they write their blogs. What if they don't agree with the director's choices? What if the production's politics of representation or the rehearsal room dynamics feel problematic to them? I advise them to, wherever possible, pose such reactions as questions or observations and to avoid defi nitive or value-laden language. Reminding students of the parallels between embedding and dramaturgy helps here: like dramaturgs, embedded critics are outside eyes, and asking thoughtful and diplomatically phrased questions in both practices can provide creative teams with valuable input. I will confess to having occasionally asked students to tone down or rephrase a particularly pointed observation, aware that the institutional relationships at play are highly valued and bigger than our one course. Perhaps I have been too timid or protective (of the students and of the professional artists) in these instances.
Envious of my students' experience, I asked the Shaw Festival if I could embed myself, and I observed the making of two 
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The New-Old Practice of Embedded Criticism | FEATURES productions: Juno and the Paycock (2014) and Lady from the Sea (2015). I approached this in the spirit of experimentation and research, and emerged with knowledge that will surely shape how I will approach similar work in future. Th is engagement with the Shaw Festival happened because its then-artistic director, Jackie Maxwell, was intrigued by and open to the idea, and as the director of Juno allowed me to observe her rehearsals. 3 We agreed that I would write about the experience on my personal blog, Th e Mental Swoon , and that we would try to have a debriefi ng session after each of my visits so that I could ask her questions arising from what I'd seen. A step was missed, however, in that I was never directly introduced to the company, leading to me feeling somewhat tentative about my place in the rehearsal room; in retrospect, I wish I had taken more control of this. I wrote four long blogs about Juno , having observed the table read, two rehearsals, a lighting-levels session, a technical "work-through," the fi nal dress rehearsal, and a preview performance. I kept my tone largely observational and let my instincts guide me, for example, into an extended discussion in one blog post of the complex network of International Alliance of Th eatrical Stage Employees crews that facilitate the Shaw's repertory system. Looking back at those blogs two years later, I am struck by (and rather proud of ) how I wove theatre studies knowledge and theatre history into them. I lived and worked in Ireland for ten years, so Sean O'Casey's plays were well known to me, and I made the question of Canadian audiences' relative lack of familiarity with the material (compared to Irish audiences) an ongoing theme. When one is writing for one's own blog, discipline in producing the posts is required, and I regret that I never produced a fi nal post following up on the premiere and refl ecting on the production's reviews.
Another necessary key element in these processes is fl exibility: because the embedding on Lady from the Sea was set up only a couple of days before rehearsals started, leaving director Meg Roe little time to think through its implications, we agreed that I would not write about what I saw immediately (in blog form) but rather take notes toward potential future publication (which has not yet happened, save the thoughts I'm sharing here). Meg introduced me to her company of eight actors and three stage managers on my fi rst visit, and I felt comfortable bantering with the company during breaks, but overall kept my approach decidedly fl y-on-the-wall, as I had done with Juno . It was useful to have the point of comparison of Juno as I considered directing style, which is of course shaped by the material as well as the director's background, personality, and tastes. Meg is an actor and designer turned director, and Lady is a relatively small-cast play focusing on complex psychology and relationships. A word Jackie used to describe her approach to Juno was layering -adding new dimensions of motivation and characterization, and more refi nement to stage business, as her company moved beyond blocking to running scenes and whole acts. 
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disclosure (but I am also confi dent that Meg would have engaged with me about this if I had approached her). Some people wonder if embedding can get boring, but in both instances I never tired of watching the work, even when observing repeated passes at the same material. How could watching talented, highly trained, highly disciplined professionals explore (and display) complex facets of human behaviour ever get dull? I hope to embed again, perhaps next time watching a devised or non-text-based process to provide complementary knowledge to that gained at the Shaw Festival. Since I last embedded, I have started working for the Toronto Star as theatre critic, and that will certainly infl ect how I undertake any future embedding. I would never review a production I embedded in, but I am fi nding ways to bring embedding (in a modifi ed and abbreviated form) into the Star 's feature and preview coverage. I am aware that my presence in any rehearsal room resonates diff erently now that I have a voice in the mainstream media and am no longer the relatively benign fi gure of a professor with a blog.
Embedding's Canadian futures?
As should already be clear, I am a big advocate of embedding as part of a theatre studies curriculum, and I hope that other Canadabased theatre educators might adopt the practice (and keep the rest of us in the fi eld posted on how it goes!). If embedding develops in academic and professional contexts in Canada, it would be productive to articulate a standard of practice, perhaps as a subset of the Canadian Th eatre Critics Association's Code of Ethics and perhaps in tandem with the Canadian Association for Th eatre Research.
It is also interesting to note that at least one Canadian theatre company has adopted embedding as a proactive move to improve the standards of the theatre criticism it receives. Ottawa's Great Canadian Th eatre Company recently invited three local critics to observe the making of its productions behind the scenes, spurred by "a frustration with the quality of writing in the reviews I was reading-primarily a lack of critical assessment of what we were trying to do," says Artistic Director Eric Coates. "I thought the best way to address that was to give them access to what we are attempting-to help them see the complexity of production."
One critic accepted the off er and was given access to the fi rst day of rehearsal, including the presentation of the show's design; a rehearsal including blocking; and a technical rehearsal. Th e critic is also invited to contact the director and Coates whenever desired. Coates says he's seeing results: "[Th at critic]'s work has not only gotten more attention but has improved. Th ere is more awareness of and attention to how the designer's choices, for example, relate to the play-you know how frustrating it is for artists when that kind of observation is missing."
It feels dispiriting to think that Ottawa critics were not adequately considering what the artists' intentions might have been, nor the relationship of design to material. For a major theatre company to choose to take matters so much into its own hands points to a signifi cant problem in the standard of criticism in Canadian theatre (something discussed throughout this special issue). Th at such an intervention can lead to an improvement, however, is further evidence of the potential of embedding to raise those standards. 
Notes

